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1898 Excerpt: ... towards accounting for
the tenacity with which human admiration
has preserved these little poems. It will be
hardly necessary to add that their Omara
author was no Atheist, not even an
Agnostic. His rebellious addresses to the
Deity, even when most audacious, are
blasphemy those of a convinced believer;
sometimes offering the advice of an
intrepid subject to his sovereign,
sometimes throwing out the shrewd
comments of a court jester; always
recognizing supremacy, often implying
goodness. But let us hear:--If I go right,
Thy guiding hand is--Where? If I go
darkling, Thy clear-light is--Where? Dost
Thou give Heaven for my obedience? T is
due; but Thy benevolence is--Where? The
impress of His hand the vessels keep, Who
makes and throws them on the rubbish
heap, But if they turn out well why are they
broken? If ill, the blame is surely His to
reap. He makes Earth bear the firmamental
thrust,. He scars our hearts with sorrow,
fear and lust, And many a ruby lip and
perfumed lock Garners in clay and coffers
in the dust. When shame for sin committed
stirs the heart, Hot from the breast the
scalding eye-drops start And surely when
the slave laments his fault Complete
forgiveness is the masters part. I drink, and
every wise man does like me, Which God,
no doubt, regards indulgently--Foreseen
before the making of the world, If I did not,
where would His prescience be? To keep
from what is ordered beats our skill, Bid
and forbid
are masters of our will;
Helpless we stand between their Yea and
Nay, Like guests advised to tilt, but not to
spill. Thou settest in my pathway snare and
gin, Saying,-- I slay thee if thou fall
therein, The world is free from Thy
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command no jot, Thine the command, but
mine is still...
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